
MACROECONOMIC GOALS 

There are THREE primary macroeconomic goals. They are…   

_______________ __________________ ,  ______________ ____________________, _________ 

_______________________ 

1. ________________  _______________:  an increase in the _______________ of an economy to 

produce goods and services, compared from _____  _____________ of time to another.  

 

2. __________ ________________: the general price level in an economy ________ _____ 

____________ _________ over time. 

3. ________ _____________________: situation in which _____ ___________________ ______________ 

________________________ are being used in the most efficient way possible. The point at which the 

highest amount of ____________ and ______________ labor that can be ________________ within an 

economy at any given time. 

Measuring Economic Growth 

_______ and _____________________  ________________ 

In order to account for population _______________ in an economy, economists use a measurement of 

_________ ________  ____ ____________.  It is a measure of ________ ______ divided by the _________ 

population. ___________ ________ _______ _______________ is considered the best measure of a nation’s 

____________________ _____ _______________. 

_________ and _______________ ______ _________ 

The basic measure of a nation’s __________________ ______________ ___________ is the 
____________________ _______________ of ________ _______ over a given period of time. 

 

Other Factors Affecting Growth 

1. _____________________ _______________: If ________________ grows while the _____________  

_____ ________________ remains constant, the amount of ____________ per worker will actually 

____________.   



2. _____________________: _____________________ can affect the process of economic growth by 

______________ or _______________ ____________.  _____________________ use of _______ 

revenues also affects growth: funds spent on public goods _______________ investment, while funds 

spent on consumption _________________ net investment. This is known as ________________ 

________________. 

3. ________________ ______________: _______________ with other countries, known as 

________________  and _________________, can impact a country’s economic growth. 

 

Gross Domestic Product - Measuring a Country’s Income 

___________ is the ____________ _____________ of the ___________ _____________ and 

_________________ produced in a country in _______ __________ in ________ year. (Measure of 

____________) 

_______________= total 

_____________________ = produced anywhere in a country, by anyone 

___________________ = final goods and services 

What is counted in GDP? 

_____________ ___________ and _______________… Yes, even _________and _______________ produced  

   here in the US, even if by a _______________ ___________________. 

Examples of FINAL Goods:  

 Haircuts, bread, patriot missile, new factories, dresses & suits, automobiles. Can you think of other examples 

of Final Goods? 

What is NOT counted in GDP? 

Things produced ______________ the country. ______________ “stuff”. Purely _________________ 

transactions.  



And…__________________________ _______________. Examples: window glass in new automobiles, lumber 

in a new house, screws used in a patriot missile, flour for making bread, cloth for making dresses…and brake 

pads? 

Intermediate Goods for the GOODS RACE! 

 

 

Formula for GDP 

GDP = ______   + _______   + _______  +  ( ______ - ______ ) 

________________ (___):  _______________ by _________________ on ___________ and ______________.  

Includes ________________ on things such as cars, food, and visits to the dentist.     

_________________ (___):  ______________ by ______________ on ________________, 

________________, ________________, __________, and ___________________ of ______ 

_______________. 

_________________ (___):  ______________ by _____ levels of __________________ on ___________ and 

________________.  Includes _______________ on the _______________, ________________, and 

__________________.  

______ ____________ (___ - ___):  ______________ by people _____________ on ______ _____________ 

and _______________ (___________, or ___) minus _______________ by people ______ the _______ on 

______________ _____________ and _______________ (____________, or ____). 

Real & Nominal GDP 

__________________ ________ is GDP measured in ______________ prices. It _______ _______ account for 

_____________ ______________ _______________ from year to year. 



___________ ________ is GDP expressed in _____________, or ___________________, dollars. __________ 

________ takes into account ___________ ____________ ________________ from year to year.   

Price level increase from year to year is known as…_______________________! 

 

Limitations of GDP 

GDP does not take into account certain economic activities, such as: 

____________________ ________________: GDP does not measure ____________ and ________________ 

that people make or do _______________, such as _____________ for ______________, ______________ 

_____________, or _____________ ___________. 

________________ __________________: _________________ economic ________ __________, such as 

________________, have a monetary value that is often _______ _______________ in GDP. 

______ ____________________ ________________: There is much _______________ _____________ which, 

although income is generated, is _____________ reported to the ________________.  Examples include 

___________ ______________ transactions and "____________ the ___________" wages. 

_______________ of ___________: Although GDP is often used as a ______________ of __________ 

measurement, there are factors _______covered by it.  These include ____________ ________, 

_______________ ________________, and _________________ _______________. 

Factors Influencing GDP 

_________________ ______________: is the ___________ amount of ___________ and ______________ in 

the economy available at ____ ____________ _________ levels. As _________ levels _______, 

_____________ ____________ ___________ and real GDP _______________. 

_________________ ____________: is the amount of __________ and ______________ that will be 

__________________ at _____ ______________ _________ levels. ___________ price levels will 

______________ ______________ ____________ as consumers’ purchasing power _______________. 



_______________ ___________/__________________ ______________ ____________________: By 

combining _______________ ____________ curves and _______________ ______________ curves, 

_____________________ for the _______________________ can be determined. 

Show the above on the graph to the right. 

Make sure to label all items on the graph.  

 

 


